Word-priming studies have suggested that the associative disturbance of schizophrenia may reflect aberrant spread of activation through the lexicon of the brain. To explore this, we examined lexical activation using a semantic word-priming paradigm coupled with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). We also wanted to determine whether brain activation to this paradigm correlated with relevant clinical symptom measures. In addition to completing clinical symptom measures, twelve chronic patients and twelve demographically matched control subjects completed a lexical-decision semanticpriming paradigm developed as an event-related BOLD fMRI task. This paradigm consisted of words that differed in connectivity. Words with many connections between shared semantic associates are considered high in connectivity and produce the largest behavioral semantic priming effects in control subjects, while words with few connections between shared semantic associates are considered low in connectivity and produce a relatively smaller amount of semantic priming. In fMRI, a respective step-wise increase in activation from high connectivity to low connectivity to unrelated word pairs was expected for normal subjects. Controls showed the expected pattern of activation to word connectivity; however, patients showed a less robust pattern of activation to word connectivity. Furthermore, this aberrant response correlated with measures of Auditory Hallucinations, Distractive Speech, Illogicality, and Incoherence. The patients did not display left frontal and temporal activation as a function of the degree of word connectivity as seen in healthy controls. This may reflect a disease-related disturbance in functional connectivity of lexical activation, which in turn may be associated with clinical symptomatology.
Introduction
first suggested that a single cognitive deficit, association disturbance underlies the majority of schizophrenia symptoms. A number of characteristics of schizophrenic speech, loose associations, indirect associations, and overly concrete or overly abstract thinking have suggested to investigators that semantic processing, and in particular, spreading activation between concepts, is abnormal in schizophrenia (e.g., Spitzer et al., 1993; Maher, 1983) . Nestor et al. (1998) previously reported evidence of associational abnormalities using a cued word recall task with word pairs that varied according to an empirically derived concept called connectivity (Nelson et al., 1993) . Assuming that word meanings are conceptually organized into semantically associated networks, connectivity refers to the number of connections between associate words of a particular target word (see Fig. 1 ). Words that have many connections (or are of high connectivity) are believed to be more salient and thus more easily recalled due to the benefit of spreading activation coalescing more focally and more strongly around the target word. Nestor et al. reported that schizophrenic subjects did not recall words according to connectivity as did control subjects, suggesting an abnormality in spreading activation within the schizophrenic semantic lexicon. We further investigated the implications of this study by developing a computer model to simulate the spreading activation patterns indicative of the schizophrenia illness (Han et al., 2003) . Employing an empirically derived database of word associations (Nelson et al., 1999) , we were able to successfully simulate the word recall responses for both control and schizophrenic subjects. Furthermore, we were able to show evidence for an orderly degrading of network associational threads accounting for the behavioral response over and above random activation and disorganization (Han et al., 2003) .
A key behavioral task used to investigate this associational disturbance of schizophrenia is the semantic priming paradigm www.elsevier.com/locate/ynimg NeuroImage 35 (2007) 273 -282 (Neely, 1991) . Maher (1983) , Spitzer et al. (1993) , and Spitzer (1997) have suggested that the associative intrusions and derailments characteristic of schizophrenic speech might reflect, in part, an overactive semantic priming effect. Assuming for healthy individuals active associations quickly decay or are inhibited, thus preventing them from intruding into discourse, they believed that schizophrenic patients might have a disruption in the decay or inhibitory process and thus show an aberrant spread of activation through semantic networks. Because of this, schizophrenic subjects would show an even greater priming effect.
A number of researchers have provided evidence in support of this hypothesis (e.g., Moritz et al., 2001 ). However, a number of researchers have also provided evidence conflicting with Maher's original hypothesis (e.g., Barch et al., 1996) . A major methodological difficulty with using behavioral measures of semantic priming with schizophrenic subjects is that their reaction times are typically slower than control subjects. We reasoned that fMRI measures of brain activation during priming would provide a more direct measure of abnormalities in lexical activation.
While the controversy regarding semantic priming in schizophrenia has endured, there are a number of additional postulated methodological reasons for the contradictory findings. For example, Maher et al. (1996) found that priming effects were inversely correlated with length of illness such that patients with a longer history of disease generally showed reduced priming effects. Moritz et al. (1999) cited studies that show strong medication effects on semantic priming (Barch et al., 1996) and severe problems in processing quickly presented items among schizophrenic subjects (Spaulding et al., 1989) . In a subsequent paper, Moritz et al. (2001) argued that the discrepancy in priming results may be reflective of differing levels of thought disorder, with thought disordered patients showing greater priming effects than non-thought disordered patients. Still another reason for the contradictory findings mentioned above may be due to the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) interval. MaherTs original hypothesis has been inferred specifically for automatic processing (Maher et al., 1987) implied with shorter SOA's versus the controlled processes that play an increasing role with longer SOA's. In a recently published paper, Maher et al. (2005) rated (coherent) narrative speech from schizophrenic and control subjects and found that schizophrenics had a greater number of normed associations in their speech, and that this measure was correlated with the degree of facilitation in a long duration SOA semantic priming task.
In the healthy brain, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have shown that semantic representations themselves may be distributed (at least in part) in right and left temporal regions (e.g., see Tranel, 2001 ). However, the regions linking semantic representations to their word form representations seem to be largely lateralized to the left temporal (especially middle temporal) and inferior parietal cortices (Boatman, 2004; Indefrey and Levelt, 2004) . Semantic processing may also activate the inferior frontal cortex, although semantic representations are probably not stored there (Sylvester and Shimamura, 2002) . Together, these findings argue for a distributed network of left frontal and temporal regions activated by word priming studies. In addition, the data have indicated decreased activation in response to priming for both visual and auditory modalities. The present study employed a lexical-decision, semantic priming paradigm with words that differed with respect to connectivity. The manipulation of connectivity was used as a probe of semantic/ lexical processes. In accordance with previous priming imaging studies, we hypothesized a left-hemisphere stepwise reduction in activation from unrelated to low connectivity to high connectivity word-pairs in control subjects reflecting increased relative levels of semantic priming. In accordance with the "loose associational disturbance" of schizophrenia, we hypothesized (1) that schizophrenic subjects would show abnormal activity in left temporal/ inferior parietal regions such that they would show an attenuation of the expected stepwise reduction in activation from unrelated to low connectivity to high connectivity word-pairs, and (2) that abnormal activity in the left temporal/inferior parietal regions would be correlated with clinical measures that could be related to abnormalities in semantic association such as thought disorder and symptoms of disorganization.
Materials and methods

Participants
Twenty-four right-handed subjects (12 chronic male schizophrenia patients and 12 controls) were recruited for the study. Patients were recruited from VA Boston HealthCare System, Brockton Campus, were medicated, and had a history of prior hospitalizations due to their symptoms. Control subjects were recruited from advertisements and group-matched to patients on age, gender, and parental socio-economic status. Inclusion criteria Fig. 1 . Examples of two lexical-semantic association networks that differ with respect to connectivity. The DINNER network is high in connectivity due to the greater number of associations that exist between associate words of the target word. The DOG network is low in connectivity due to the relatively fewer number of associations that exist between associate words of the target word (adapted from Nelson et al., 1993) .
for both patients and controls were defined as ages 17-50; no previous history of ECT, neurological illness, alcohol or drug dependence; no present medication that would have deleterious effects on neurological and/or cognitive functioning; no hearing impairments; verbal IQ above 75; no alcohol use 24 h prior to testing; and English as a first language (Table 1) .
All patients were diagnosed using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID-P; First et al., 1995) and chart information when applicable. Controls received a screening telephone interview, which was used to ascertain information regarding mental health, neurological illness, and developmental disabilities. All control subjects were interviewed with the SCID-NP (Spitzer et al., 1990) to rule out Axis I diagnoses, and the FH-RDC instrument (Andreasen et al., 1977) to rule out any history of mental illness in first-degree relatives. Handedness was assessed by a modified Oldfield Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) , and parental SES by the Hollingshead Two-Factor Index of Social Position (Hollingshead, 1965) . Clinical measures for patients included the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS; Andreasen, 1981) , the Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS; Andreasen, 1984) and the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS; Kay et al., 1986) . Clinical measures were administered at the time of entry into the study and at subsequent follow-up sessions. Chlorpromazine equivalent dosage for the 2 weeks previous to initial session was calculated for patients, as well as the dosage of anticholinergic medication, benzodiazepines, lithium, or novel anti-psychotic agents (Bezchilibnyk-Butler and Jefferies, 1996) .
Priming task
Sixty-four pairs of words were taken from the University of South Florida Word Association, Rhyme, and Word Fragment Norms (http://www.usf.edu/FreeAssociation) developed by Nelson et al. (1999) . Distinctions between high and low connectivity word pairs were made in accordance with the convention outlined in Nelson et al. (1993) . Words were counterbalanced for the cue mean connectivity among associates, forward cue to target strength, mediated strength, overlapping associate strength, cue concreteness, target concreteness, number of syllables, number of phonemes, familiarity, set size, resonant strength, and frequency. Cue words and target words were counterbalanced according to KuceraFrancis frequency, familiarity, and concreteness. Pronounceable "non-words" were taken from Niznikiewicz et al. (1997) . The modality of presentation was auditory in congruence with (1) the previously described schizophrenic propensity for auditory processing abnormalities, (2) precautions against the possible confound of a grapheme-to-phoneme conversion process effect (Boatman, 2004) , and (3) the successful control pilot study conducted by Wible et al. (2006) which served as a design for the current study. All words were recorded in the voice of a female using a sound editor (Sound Forge XP, Sonic Foundry, Inc. Madison, WI), and stored as wave files on a personal computer. Words were presented through sound-insulated earphones (Silent Scan, Avotec, Jensen Beach, FL) at a volume of approximately 85 dB.
A lexical-decision task served as the behavioral task for the experiment. Subjects were presented with an auditory sequence of word pairs with a 650-ms SOA, an average of 100 ms for the ISI, and an 8-s ITI, and were instructed to press a button as quickly as possible only if the second stimulus was a non-word (i.e., a word that they did not recognize as a real word). While previous investigators have identified an SOA convention to ensure automatic processing for visually presented stimuli (~50 ms), there is currently no precedent for an SOA range for aurally presented stimuli. The 650-ms SOA we employed was the shortest possible SOA before words started to conjoin or overlap. Schizophrenic subjects typically show slowed reaction times relative to controls limiting the ability to accurately assess priming-related changes in motor responses. This is a confounding factor in semantic priming studies, and while methods have been developed to reduce this confound for visual priming studies, it is more difficult to minimize with aurally presented words. Hence, we chose not to collect response data to the word-word pairs since we would not be able to interpret the results because of general response slowing. In addition, responses to word-word pairs were not recorded in order to minimize motor movement, motor slowing, and motor activation confounds. The word pairs were presented in two continuous, event-related fMRI runs. Each run contained a random mix of 24 related (12 high connectivity and 12 low connectivity) word pairs, 24 unrelated word pairs, 6 word/non-word pairs, and 12 null events (trials in which no word pair will be presented). The event-related design was used in order to be able to detect priming related decreases to individual word pairs. In addition, the blocked presentation of similar word pairs would result in possible strategic effects in addition to automatic spreading activation. 1 fMRI All images were acquired at the Brigham and WomenTs Hospital (BWH) using a GE 3.0 T Signa System with MR Image Acquisition Parameters, a HORIZON hardware/software package (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI). Low-resolution anatomical images were acquired following initial sagittal localizer scans. They were spoiled-gradient-recalled (SPGR) images that were scanned in the same location and plane orientation as the functional images and using the same slice thickness. The lowresolution 3D SPGR images were acquired and reformatted into 6 mm contiguous (coronal) oblique slices. The protocol has the following parameters: TE = 3 ms, TR = 40 ms, 1 repetition, nutation angle = 45°, FOV= 24 cm, and matrix = 256 × 192. The images were acquired perpendicular to the line of the left superior temporal sulcus. The images were prescribed to include most of the frontal lobe in addition to the areas of interest.
Functional images were acquired in a continuous manner using the EPIBOLD pulse sequence from GE. This gradient-echo, echoplanar sequence was used to acquire 28 contiguous 5 mm coronal slices of the whole brain with the parameters TE = 30 ms, TR = 2.5 s, FOV = 24 cm, image resolution = 64 × 64, and in-plane voxel edge = 3.75 mm. Functional images were reconstructed on SUN workstations after scanning. Subsequent to reconstruction of the raw data into images, the first five images were taken and discarded (not used in the analyses) for all protocols due to initial recording burst.
High-resolution SPGR anatomical images with 124 1.5-mmthick coronal slices were acquired in a separate session and used for anatomical localization and 3D visualization of the activation. The parameters for the SPGR were TE = 3 ms, TR = 40 ms, FOV = 24 cm, acquisition matrix = 256 × 256, and voxel dimensions = 0.975 mm × 0.975 mm × 1.5 mm.
Functional data were analyzed using the SPM99 software package (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). Each subject's fMRI images were realigned to the first functional image in order to correct for head movement between scans. All images were spatially normalized into standard space using nonlinear three-dimensional transformations. Each image was then smoothed using an isotropic Gaussian kernel of 10 mm FWHM to accommodate differences in anatomy between subjects. The general linear model was used to estimate condition effects at each voxel in brain space with global intensity normalization. Linear contrasts were used to test hypotheses regarding conditions and groups, which produced a statistical parametric map of the t statistic generated for each voxel (SPM{t}). This map was then transformed into a map of corresponding Z values according to a threshold of 3.17 (p = 0.001), and the resulting foci was characterized in terms of both spatial extend and peak height. For the group effect estimates, the resulting contrast images from all of the subjects were used for secondary statistical analyses that employed separate t tests for each condition across the subjects. This procedure again produced a statistical parametric map of the t statistic generated for each voxel (SPM{t}), and corresponding Z values with a threshold of 7.17 (p = 0.001).
Results
Behavioral
Both schizophrenic and control subjects were able to comprehend and complete the semantic priming paradigm without difficulty, and no subject was disqualified due to practice trial failure. Control subjects completed the priming paradigm with an accuracy rate of 94.5% (SD = 4.8), and schizophrenic subjects completed it with an accuracy rate of 93.1% (SD = 4.9). Accuracy data reflects both false alarms and correct rejections. Control subject accuracy performance did not significantly differ from schizophrenic subject performance (t = 1.433, p = 0.16). Reaction time to nonwords was 1.47 s (SD = 0.79) for schizophrenic subjects and 1.22 s (SD = 0.47) for control subjects, yielding a significant difference between groups according to a Mann-Whitney nonparametric analysis (Z = −2.96, p = 0.00).
fMRI
For the high connectivity condition, control subjects displayed within-group left hemisphere activity in and near the middle to superior temporal (x = − 61, y = − 14, z = − 4, Z = 4.94) and the inferior frontal (x = − 52, y = 40, z = 10, Z = 3.35) gyri, while schizophrenic subjects displayed activity near the middle to superior temporal gyri (x = − 46, y = −28, z = − 2, Z = 6.04). For the low connectivity condition, control subjects displayed greater left hemisphere activity again near the middle to superior temporal (x = − 44, y = − 34, z = 6, Z = 5.41) and the inferior frontal (x = −46, y = 36, z = 4, Z = 3.75) gyri, while schizophrenic subjects displayed activity near the middle to superior temporal region (x = −60, y = − 14, z = − 4, Z = 5.87). For the unrelated condition, control subjects displayed even greater left hemisphere activity in the middle to superior temporal (x = − 52, y = − 20, z = 2, Z = 5.07) and inferior frontal (x = − 52, y = 38, z = 12, Z = 4.16) gyri, while schizophrenic subjects also displayed greater activity in the middle to superior temporal (x = − 52, y = − 22, z = − 2, Z = 5.62) and inferior frontal (x = − 44, y = 28, z = 14, Z = 4.09) gyri (Fig. 2) .
A linear regression analysis was applied to the current data set to more appropriately capture the expected step-wise reduction in activation according to word-pair connectivity level. Covariates were entered as high connectivity = 1, low connectivity = 2, and unrelated word pairs = 3. Results revealed robust areas of activation in left middle to superior temporal (x = − 62, y = −16, z = 2, Z = 5.44) and inferior to middle frontal (x = − 36, y = 14, z = 32, Z = 5.36) gyri for the control group, and less pronounced patterns of activation in these same areas (temporal: x = − 48, y = − 38, z = 4, Z = 4.69; frontal: x = −44, y = 28, z = 12, Z = 4.43) for the schizophrenic group. Furthermore, between-group analyses of this regression model (here forward referred to as the high < low < unrelated regression or "HLU" abbreviated) revealed multiple areas of stronger left hemisphere activation in the middle to superior temporal (x = − 46, y = − 36, z = 4, Z = 5.00) and middle to inferior frontal (x = − 51, y = 34, z = 20, Z = 4.53) regions for the control group. No stronger areas of activation were indicated for the schizophrenic group. Correlation analyses were conducted using SPM between the HLU regression and various schizophrenic clinical global measures and single item responses. We hypothesized that measures of conceptual disorganization and thought disorder (as measured by the SAPS) would be correlated with abnormal activity in lateral temporal regions. We based these predictions on knowledge of functional anatomy and also on past findings correlating positive SAPS measures with fMRI activation and volumes (Kubicki et al., 2003; Wible et al., 1995) . The correlation reflects a whole-brain regression analysis using SPM with the SAPS scores entered as a covariate. This analysis was done using the standard SPM tools and the same procedure has been used in other papers (e.g., Weinstein et al., 2006) . Activation was observed in the left posterior middle temporal region for Distractive Speech (x = − 46, y = − 50, z = 0, Z = 3.73), Illogicality (x = − 42, y = − 48, z = 2, Z = 3.93), and Incoherence (x = −54, y = −50, z = − 2, Z = 3.96; see Fig. 3 ). A small area of activation was also observed in the inferior frontal region (x = − 40, y = 36, z = 2, Z = 3.73) for Distractive Speech. We also performed exploratory correlations with clinical measures of hallucinations and found significant areas of lefthemisphere activation in Broca's area (x = − 44, y = 22, z = 36, Z = 3.82), the inferior parietal region (x = −34, y = − 36, z = 34, Z = 4.13), and the middle temporal gyrus (x = − 62, y = − 66, z = 8, Z = 3.27) (Fig. 4) .
Areas of activation were also observed in homologous portions of the right hemisphere (middle frontal gyrus: x = 46, y = 28, z = 30, Z = 3.21; the inferior parietal region: x = 48, y = − 36, z = 52, Z = 4.02; the middle temporal gyrus: x = 58, y = −50, z = 12, Z = 3.55). Other exploratory correlations with SANS and PANNS measures did not show significant activations. Incidentally, we have never found PANSS symptom scores to correlate with either fMRI or volume measures in our previous studies.
Discussion
As expected, within-group BOLD activation reductions were observed in left temporal and frontal regions according to the connectivity level of the word pairs for the control subjects. That is, the most left hemisphere activation was observed for unrelated word pairs, slightly less activation was observed for low connectivity word pairs, and the least activation was observed for the high connectivity word pairs. As was noted in Wheatly et al. (2005) , the methods and findings of the published fMRI semantic priming papers are diverse and difficult to summarize. Many studies have found priming related decreases in the same regions as shown in our studies, however, some studies have shown semantic priming related increases in activity (e.g. Rossell et al., 2003; Kotz et al., 2002) . As was found in our study, the majority of semantic priming studies have found semantic priming related reductions in at least some portion of the middle temporal gyrus (Copland et al., 2003; Giesbrecht et al., 2004; Rissman et al., 2003; Rossell et al., 2003; Kotz et al., 2002; Gold et al., 2006) and of the inferior frontal region (Copland et al., 2003; Giesbrecht et al., 2004; Kotz et al., 2002; Wheatly et al., 2005) . In fact, the one region that showed activity related to both long and short SOA priming in Gold et al. (a portion of the posterior middle temporal gyrus) was neuranatomically very close to the region showing correlations with thought disorder in the current study. However, a number of other regions not found in the current study were also described to have shown priming effects in some studies. These include the superior temporal gyrus (Rissman et al., 2003; Kotz et al., 2002) and the posterior fusiform gyrus in studies using visual words (Wheatly et al., 2005; Gold et al., 2006) . Schizophrenic subjects displayed less clear within-group activation reductions in response to word pair connectivity in left frontal and temporal regions. These fMRI data suggested that the schizophrenic group did not process word connectivity relation- Fig. 2 . Within-group and between-group (second level) activation differences regressed according to word connectivity in left temporal and frontal areas for control and schizophrenic subjects. Control subjects showed multiple areas of greater activation regressed according to word connectivity compared to schizophrenia patients. T value threshold at p = 0. 001, uncorrected. ships in the same manner as their demographically matched control counterparts; showing a relatively less robust HLU regression activation pattern among language-specific left temporal and frontal regions. Given the strong empirical support for word connectivity as a parameter sensitive to the spreading of activation through lexical-semantic association networks broadly distributed across these areas (Nelson et al., 1993 (Nelson et al., , 1998 Han et al., 2003; Wible et al., 2006) , the current results suggest either a diseaserelated disturbance in lexical-semantic network organization, a disruption of activation through interrelated concepts, or a combination of these possibilities. Warrington (1975) presented a hierarchical model of semantic knowledge and suggested that subordinate categorical information may be more sensitive to damage than superordinate information. Extending this understanding to the current neurobiological correlate analysis of word connectivity processing among schizophrenia patients, BleulerTs original hypothesis of a disease-related associational breakdown is manifested either in an apparent Fig. 3 . Significant areas of activation after a regression analysis of the high connectivity < low connectivity < unrelated contrast with SAPS Illogicality, Incoherence, and Distractive Speech in schizophrenic subjects. T value threshold at p = 0.001, uncorrected. Fig. 4 . Significant areas of activation after a regression analysis of the high connectivity < low connectivity < unrelated contrast with SAPS Auditory Hallucinations in schizophrenic subjects. T value threshold at p = 0.001, uncorrected.
degradation of highly associated lexical-semantic networks or "superconnectivity" of lowly associated networks such that differences between high and low connectivity networks become less salient and in effect produce a reduced discriminatory response. This coupled with a slight increase in network instability (Han et al., 2003) may serve as a foundational mechanism for specific thought disorder and speech pathology symptoms of the illness.
With regard to the semantic priming controversy in the schizophrenia literature, it is reasonable to theorize that a relatively more robust patient-specific HLU regressed BOLD signal might have been indicative of hyperpriming and a relatively less robust HLU regression signal might be indicative of hypopriming. The length of illness of the present population of patients is relatively long. According to Maher et al. (1996) , a shorter length of illness (less than 15 years) should produce greater hyperpriming effects and a longer length of illness (greater than 15 years) should produce greater hypopriming effects. Although this initial assessment of the neurobiological correlates underlying a priming task may support the notion of hypopriming due to the apparent patientspecific decrease in signal affiliated with the HLU regression, further research will be needed to fully evaluate the behavioral findings with regard to semantic priming in schizophrenic subjects. For example, testing first episode patients in this priming paradigm would aid in evaluating the present set of findings in view of Maher et al.Ts contribution. The SOA used in the present study was minimized (within the confines of the auditory fMRI priming paradigm) in order to maximize automatic processing of the word pairs (and protect against control processes confounding the results). Recent behavioral studies have shown that for semantic priming using auditory words, very short SOAs may not fully capture the priming phenomenon (Anderson and Holcomb, 1995) . In addition, there is a trade-off between the ability to differentiate the response to the prime and target and the SOA: the shorter the SOA, the more likely it is that there is an overlap of hemodynamic response to the two words. Further applications of the current paradigm with variations in SOA would also provide important contributions to the semantic priming debate.
Of significant note are the set of clinical correlation findings. Though they must be considered exploratory due to multiple comparisons conducted, the correlations found in the current paper are consistent with those from a broad range of other methodologies, providing strong converging evidence for the association between brain abnormalities and symptoms. The regions showing abnormal activity also have functions in normal individuals that are very consistent with their role in clinical symptoms.
The HLU contrast should theoretically show activation from regions that were modulated by semantic priming. Regions subserving phonological word forms and lexical-semantic representations should be represented in this contrast. Measures of thought disorder such as distractive speech, incoherence, and illogicality correlated significantly with activation of the middle left temporal cortex within the HLU contrast. These findings are strikingly similar to findings reported using a completely different methodology from the current paper. In one report, Kirchner et al. (2001) used fMRI to measure activation while subjects spoke about visually presented Rorschach inkblots. The left posterior middle temporal and posterior superior temporal gyrus activity showed an inverse correlation with the amount of thought disorder produced in schizophrenic subjects. The middle temporal region found to be abnormal in Kircher et al.Ts study was almost identical to the region found to be correlated with measures of thought disorder in the current study. Distractive speech, in addition to correlating with abnormal activation in the middle temporal region, correlated with a small region of left inferior prefrontal cortex. This region (~BA 47) is thought to subserve working memory for semantic features and thematic structure, and may be used to re-analyze and repair utterance (Dronkers et al., 2004) . Abnormal activity in this region might impair the ability of patients to use thematic structure and context to constrain their utterances.
Taken together, the lines of evidence converge to implicate abnormal activity in the left posterior middle/superior temporal region in producing thought disorder. Previous studies from our laboratory also found that the posterior superior temporal region showed decreased volume that correlated with thought disorder (Shenton et al., 1992) and abnormal fMRI activity in response to visual words that correlated with levels of positive symptoms in schizophrenic subjects (Kubicki et al., 2003) . The middle temporal gyrus has been shown in lesion, stimulation, and neuroimaging studies to be the neural substrate for semantic comprehension at the single word level (Indefry and Levelt, 2000; Boatman, 2004; Bates et al., 2003; Dronkers et al., 2004; Hart and Gordon, 1990) . For example, in a study of 101 patients with left hemisphere damage, comprehension was most affected by damage to the middle temporal gyrus (Bates et al., 2003 ; and see also Dronkers et al., 2004) . This region contains either semantic representations or the link between semantic representations and lexical representations. These findings are thus consistent with Bleuler's "loose association" hypothesis, where a breakdown in lexical-semantic associative relationships in the brain contributes to formal thought disorder.
Lifetime measures of auditory hallucinations were associated with abnormal activity in left hemisphere regions corresponding to Broca's area, SMG, the posterior middle/superior temporal lobe, and homologous regions in the right hemisphere. Again, there is a remarkable correspondence with findings in the literature. Several papers have reported abnormalities in subsets of these regions using a variety of techniques (Gaser et al., 2004; Lennox et al., 1999; Shergill et al., 2003; Silbersweig et al., 1995; Stephane et al., 2001; Weiss and Heckers, 1999) . This includes a report from our laboratory showing that volumes of the left middle temporal gyrus were correlated with levels of auditory hallucinations (Onitsuka et al., 2004) . In another report, functional imaging was performed on a patient actively hallucinating (Lennox et al., 1999) . This patient showed abnormal activity during hallucinations in the right posterior middle temporal and inferior parietal regions that were also found to be abnormal in the current study. Diffusion tensor imaging techniques have also found abnormalities in the lateral part of the temporoparietal section of the arcuate fasciculus which presumably connects temporal, inferior parietal and frontal speech production regions (Hubl et al., 2004) .
The posterior part of the middle and superior temporal gyri (especially in the left), the left inferior parietal region, and BrocaTs area are key components in a system for the production and monitoring of internally generated speech (Indefrey and Levelt, 2004) . The present study provides converging evidence that abnormalities in the speech production system could underlie auditory hallucinations in schizophrenia. Sound-based speech representations are thought to be processed in bilateral posterior superior temporal regions and then progress to an auditoryconceptual interface in the temporal-occipital-parietal junction of the left hemisphere that connects sound-based speech representations with distributed semantic representations (Hickok and Poeppel, 2000) . As discussed above, the middle temporal region is thought to be involved in the storage of representations that link semantic information with modality-specific word forms (Hart and Gordon, 1990; Boatman, 2004; Binder et al., 1997; Damasio et al., 1996) . The inferior parietal region, when damaged, results in deficits in auditory short-term memory (Dronkers et al., 2004) , and BrocaTs area is involved in the articulation of covert and overt speech (Indefrey and Levelt, 2004) .
It is of note that our study as well as those of several others found that the right hemisphere analogs of these speech production regions also showed abnormal activity. A recent study of normal individuals found that the right posterior superior temporal sulcus displayed stronger responses to non-familiar than to familiar voices (Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004) . Perhaps the right-sided activity contributes to the attribution of covert speech to an outside source in schizophrenic patients.
Although we have found evidence for abnormalities in those regions subserving lexical/semantic representation, this study is limited with regard to inferences about the exact nature of the abnormalities. Semantic priming related reductions in activity are presumably a result of both the prime and target words activating a similar set of associate concepts/lexical items. However, if there was overactivation of associates where the overactivated items differed to some extent for the prime and target, then one might actually predict increased fMRI activity with this type of overactivation (instead of the straightforward prediction of increased priming leading to decreased fMRI activity). Similar problems of interpretation hold for hypopriming such that predictions of increases or decreases in activity depend on the mechanisms underlying hypopriming. Consequently, behavioral measures of priming may not be reflected in fMRI activity in a straightforward way. However, relatively direct inferences can be made about what stages of lexical/ semantic processing are abnormal by using information about that region's normal role in processing, and these inferences do not have some of the limitations of behavioral measures for which inferences are made on the basis of response times.
In summary, the finding of a correlation between positive symptoms and activation in the posterior lateral temporal region is consistent with theories postulating abnormalities in lexicalsemantic networks in schizophrenia. The current findings provide converging evidence for the role of abnormalities of the posterior superior and lateral temporal regions in producing positive symptoms in schizophrenia. At the psychological level, these findings point to abnormalities in lexical-semantic selection and activation. A recent paper presented evidence that schizophrenic subjects were deficient in identifying words with high lexical competition or words that were likely to be coactivated with a number of irrelevant words. This deficiency was associated with the levels of thought disorder and auditory hallucinations (Titone and Levy, 2004) . That study, together with our present findings, implicates lexical activation as being abnormal in schizophrenia.
